Shabbos Youth Programs

• SKIP for Children Ages 18 Months – Grade 5, ECD Wing, 9:45am - 11:45am.
• Mommy & Me for Mommies with children 2 years and under, ECD wing in the Ruach Rainbows classroom, 9:45am - 11:45am.
• B’nei BJ for Boys in Grades 2 – 5, led by Lawrence Stroll, Board Room, 10:30am.
• Nine fif-TEEN Minyan for Boys and Girls in Grades 5 - 12, led by Rabbi Shalom Yosef Horowitz will meet in the main shul at 8:45am this week due to Youth Shabbos.
• NCSY Shalosh Seudos for High Schoolers, led by Rabbi Chaim Neiditch, between Mincha & Maariv, Carson Room.
• Shalosh Seudos for Grades 6 - 8, between Mincha & Maariv, Youth Lounge.
• Father Son Learning, 5:30 - 6:30pm, Kollel Beis Medrash, followed by popcorn and drinks. Sponsored by Boy Scout Troop 613.

Shabbos Classes

(Brought to you by Beth Jacob and Atlanta Scholars Kollel)

• Daf Yomi, Rabbi Reuven Stein, one hour before Mincha, Kollel, for men.
• Shabbos Morning Chumash Shiur, Rabbi Ilan D. Feldman or Rabbi Yechezkel Freundlich, 8:15am, Main Shul, for men & women.
• Shabbos Shiur for Men, Rabbi Doniel Pransky, 10:45am, Kollel.
• 12 Minute Halacha, Rabbi Yechezkel Freundlich, following the 9:00am Minyan Kiddush, for men & women.

Erev Shabbos

FRIDAY, MAY 29
Earliest/Latest Candles......7:13/8:23pm
Early/Mincha, MS/DM......6:55/8:20pm

Shabbos

MAY 30
Shacharis
Early Minyan, K .................8:00am
Main Minyan, MS ............8:45am
Teen Minyan will meet in MS at 8:45am
9:00 Minyan, DM ............9:00am
Adult Beginners, CS ..........10:00am

Mincha
Early Mincha, DM ...........4:00/5:00pm
Mincha, MS ..................7:55pm

Maariv
Shabbos ends/Maariv, MS:9:17pm
Late Maariv, K ............9:27pm

Weekday
WEEK OF MAY 31 - JUNE 5
Shacharis
Sun, DM ..................7:00/8:00/9:00am
Mon/Thurs, DM ............6:50/8:00am
Tues, Wed, Fri, DM .....7:00/8:00am
Mon-Fri, K ...............7:30am

Mincha
Sun, K ..................2:10/7:40pm
Mon - Thurs, K ........5:45/7:40pm
Sun - Thurs, DM ........8:25pm

Maariv
Sun - Thurs, DM ....following Mincha
Sun - Thurs, DM ........9:00pm
Sun - Thurs, K ...........9:45pm

Next Shabbos

FRIDAY, JUNE 6
Earliest Candlelighting ....7:17pm
Latest Candlelighting ......8:27pm
Early Mincha, MS ..........7:00pm
Mincha, DM ...............8:25pm

This Shabbos we are blessed to have our youth leading the services, guided by our inspiring and talented youth leaders. We honor Jonathan Klein for 12 years of dedicated service to the youth of BJ, and take great pride in seeing the fruits of Jonathan’s labor and the efforts of all of our youth program leaders, sponsors and participants. Shep nachas (take pride)!
Upcoming Classes & Events

Information on many of these events can be found on the flyer rack in the lobby.

• This Sunday, May 31 - Kollel Tribute to Jewish Learning 2015. 7pm, Georgia Aquarium. This year’s annual event will focus on “Concerns for the Future of the Jewish People” as Mike Leven interviews Bernie Marcus on the topic. The Kollel will pay tribute to representatives of their programs and sponsors. Tickets available at the door, see Marcia Sternberg.

• Save the Date! BENA Women’s Shalosh Seudos Program - Shabbos, June 20 - 18, 6 - 7:30pm, Heritage Hall. Leave the kids at home, this is your time. New this Summer! Program will be held in Heritage Hall to accommodate the many women who participate.

Rabbi Pransky’s Sunday night Redemption Class will not meet this week.

Mazal Tov!


• Philip & Agi Sondervan on the bris and naming of their son, Aryeh Yisrael.

Thank You to Our Donors!

NORMAN RAAB KIDDUSH FUND

• Rae Bellman & Family in memory of Morris Bellman, Moshe ben Avraham Zelig, z”l.

• Abe & Faye Esral in memory of their nephew, Norman Lewis Alhadeff, z”l.

• Jack Shenk to celebrate the June birthdays of the Beth Jacob Shenks, Paul, Ilana and Jack Shenk.

• Brenda and Rachel Jacobson, Shlomo & Jenny Marks in memory of their dear husband and father Robert Jacobson, z”l, on his fifth yahrtzeit.

KOLLEL KIDDUSH

• Elchanan & Penina Zuckman, last week’s sponsor.

TEEN SHALOSH SEUDOS formerly led by Jonathan Klein, now led by Yonatan Gavant and Rabbi Daniel Gopin

• Thank you to those who come early to help set up throughout the year: Jesse Cann, Yeshaya Hirsch, Chezky Levy, Dovid Levy, Yisroel Levy, Isaac Palmore, Naftali Robbins, Anshel Roth.

• For adding special ruach to the 5th through 8th grade Shalosh Seudos by singing zemiros, participating in discussions and leading the clean up: Paysach Feldman, Mordechai Lindenblatt, Eli Golding, Josh Siegel, Yosef Spotts.

• Special thanks: JANIE FELDMAN for her continual support of Youth Programming, RABBI Y for his inspiration, advice and good humor and RABBI CHAIM NEIDITCH for his years of partnership in the Shalosh Seudos program.

NCSY led by Rabbi Chaim Neiditch

• NCSY Awardees: Moshe Cohen, Yeshaya Hirsch, Samuel Kalnitz, Anshel Roth, Herschel Siegel, Zoie Wittenberg
Friday Night: Main Shul
Kabbalas Shabbos ............................................. Yechezkel Estreicher
Maariv ............................................................ Shraga Alterman
“Good Shabbos” .................................................. Aharon Weiden

Shabbos Morning: 8:45am, Main Shul
Brachos ............................................................ Mordechai Lindenblatt
Pesukei D’Zimrah .................................................. Shmuel Horowitz
Shacharis .......................................................... Harry Steele
Gabbai ............................................................. Yosef Spotts
Gabbai Sheini ..................................................... Josh Siegel
Pesicha (Ark open/close) ..................................... Dovid Nir, Yaakov Zeiger
Torah Readers  
Kohen .............................................................. Eli Golding
Levi ................................................................. Josh Siegel
Shlishi ............................................................. Shraga Alterman
Rivi’i ............................................................... Chaim Pollock
Chamishi, Shishi, Shivi’i ....................................... Yosef Spotts
Haftarah .......................................................... Yaakov Meir Cohen
Hagbah ............................................................. Aharon Weiden
Gelilah ............................................................ Yered Wittenberg with Josh Wittenberg
Mussaf ............................................................. Chaim Pollock
Pesicha (Ark open/close) ................................. Binyamin Winer, Eli Varon
Sermon ............................................................ Josh Siegel
Conclude Davening ........................................... Bnei BJ
Kiddush in Heritage Hall ................................. Yaakov Meir Cohen

Mincha: 7:55pm, Main Shul
Chazzan ........................................................... Dovid Berendt
Gabbai ............................................................. Josh Siegel
Torah Reading .................................................. Aharon Weiden
Pesicha (Ark open/close) ................................. Aharon Gerchikov, Yehudah Deutsch, Paysach Feldman, Tzvi Cavalier
Hagbah ............................................................. Oron Porat
Gelilah ............................................................. Yosef Asa
Havdalah .......................................................... Yosef Spotts

Month of Teen Minyan
Josh & Jodi Wittenberg in honor of their son Yered.
Rabbi Yoel & Chavie Spotts in honor of their children and Rabbi Horowitz.
Dr. Barry & Judith Levitt
Rabbi Michael & Elisheva Berger in honor of Rabbi Horowitz and the wonderful work he does with the Teen Minyan.
Michael & Mindy Tanenbaum in honor of their son, Ari, and with gratitude to Rabbi Horowitz for all of his efforts.

Month of Ship Program
Anonymous
Dr. David & Rachel Rabin in honor of our friend and realtor, Erica Gal.
Daniel & Rachel Wasserman

Month of Youth Shalosh Seudos
Dr. Aaron & Miriam Cann in honor of “Mr. Climb” (Jonathan Klein), who sets the bar high for all of us as he exemplifies what it is to be a mensch.

Youth Programming Sponsor
Drs. Matt & Chavi Lewis in honor of Jonathan Klein for his amazing dedication to our youth.
Shulamith Klein in honor of her husband Jonathan Klein. “One man’s candle is a light for so many.” (Talmud Shabbos)
Dr. Michael & Yael Wolf in honor of all the wonderful youth leaders.
Rabbi Yechezkel & Rifki Freundlich in honor of Jonathan Klein. “It’s been a pleasure and privilege working with you all these years. Your enthusiasm, self sacrifice and dedication to the BJ youth was evident in everything you did.”

Sponsor Your Graduate
Dr. Jason & Kim Berendt in honor of Dovid Berendt.

Youth Program Supporter
Sossi & Moshe Caplan in honor of Jonathan Klein for the time and effort he has devoted to the youth of the community for so many years.
Janie Feldman: Much Hakaras Hatov to Jonathan Klein for 12 years of devoted service to all our BJ youth.
Rabbi Ely & Malka Landman in honor of Jonathan Klein for his dedication and time to inspire the youth of our shul.
George & Michele Scheer in memory of Charlotte Klein, z”l, Jonathan’s mother.
Dr. Arnie & Marcy Schneider to commemorate the yahrtzeit of Arnie’s father, Henry Schneider, z”l.
Mark & Karly Yaschik in honor of Rabbi Horowitz.
Welcome to Beth Jacob’s Youth Shabbos

We invest much time and energy throughout the year into our Youth Programming. This Shabbos represents a culmination of those efforts. We look forward to deriving great pleasure from the children as they demonstrate their achievements, capabilities and talents in leading the services and ‘running the show’.

Our children are directly serviced by a team of dedicated and passionate individuals.

A BIG thank you to:

- **Miss Chava Goldberger** for managing our youngest members in the SKIP programs
- **Mrs. Esther Pransky** for leading the B’nos Shmiras Halashon groups
- **Mr. Lawrence Stroll** for leading the 2nd through 5th grade boys in B’nei BJ
- **Rabbi Shalom Yosef Horowitz** for leading the Nine fif-TEEN Minyan
- **Mr. Jonathan Klein** for leading the 5th – 8th grade Shalosh Seudos for many years, and to Yonasan Gavant and Rabbi Daniel Gopin for stepping in to lead the program
- **Rabbi Chaim Neiditch** for running the NCSY Shalosh Seudos
- **Mrs. Randee Goldberger** for her leadership of the Aishes Chayil Bas Mitzvah group
- **Rabbi Y** for his ongoing dedication to the Youth of Beth Jacob

### SKIP led by Miss Chava Goldberger

- **GRADUATING LEADERS:** Sarah Malkah Cenker, Miriam Goldberger, Gavriella Greenberg, Rivka Lindenblatt, Chana Malka Lipschutz
- **LEADERS:** Danielle Gershon, Kaila Grossblatt, Simcha Freida Kayser, Ilana Lewis, Lay Lay Lipschutz, Malka Pransky, Yocheve Shkarofsky
- **YOUTH LEADERSHIP AWARD:** Sarah Malka Cenker, for being the longest-standing SKIP leader and someone that can always be counted on to help out.

### BNEI BJ led by Mr. Lawrence Stroll

- **5th GRADE – GRADUATES:** Binyamin Freundlich, Tzvi Gelbtuch, Manny Goldin, Momo Golding, Binyamin Hiller, Noah Kalnitz, Chezky Levy, Mordechai Lindenblatt, Yaakov Lipschutz, Yishai Pankratz, Eli Ovdat, Yaakov Shifrin, Yered Wittenberg, Shmuel Yablok
- **PRIZE MANAGER OF THE YEAR:** Yered Wittenberg
- **DAVENING COACH OF THE YEAR:** Binyamin Hiller
- **ALIYOT CARD COLLECTOR OF THE YEAR:** Noah Kalnitz
- **TICKET DISTRIBUTOR OF THE YEAR:** Momo Golding
- **SIDDUR AND CHAIR ORGANIZER OF THE YEAR:** Yishai Pankratz

### B’NOS SHMIRAS HALASHON led by Mrs. Esther Pransky

- **GRADUATING LEADERS:** Chana Goldberger
- **LEADERS:** Ruthie Feldman, Tamar Feldman, Shira Goldberger, Shira Golding, Miriam Malka Gross, Kayla Grossblatt, Shira Kalnitz, Jessica Kaminetsky, Devorah Levitt, Rena Levitt, Malka Pransky, Rivky Warga

### TEEN MINYAN led by Rabbi Shalom Yosef Horowitz

- **GRADUATES:** Dovid Berendt, Yaakov Meir Cohen, Yechezkel Estreicher, Nati Gershon, Cody Kaplan, Dovid Nir, Chaim Zev Pollack, Josh Seigel, Yosef Spotts, Harry Steele, Eli Varon, Aharon Weiden, Binyamin Winer, Yaakov Zeiger
- **7TH GRADERS:** Shraga Alterman, Yosef Asa, Tzvi Cavalier, Yehuda Deutsch, Amos Diener, Shmuel Estreicher, Paysach Feldman, Binyamin Freundlich, Dovid Gelbtuch, Aaron Gerchikov, Eli Golding, Yehuda Khalili, Abe Schoen, Yaakov Shkarofsky, D. J. (Daniel) Warga
- **6TH GRADERS:** Shmuel Yaakov Alterman, Yehuda Berendt, Dovi Fleshel, Shmuel Horowitz, Moshe Leff, Elijah Pelishev, Ari Tanenbaum, Avi Weiden, Yehuda Wiggins, Eli Zeiger
- **MERITORIOUS SERVICE AWARD:** Binyomin Winer and Aharon Weiden
- **LEINER OF THE YEAR:** Nati Gershon
- **DAVENER OF THE YEAR:** Dovid Berendt and Harry Steele
- **OUT OF TOWN AWARD:** Chaim Zev Pollack
- **KOHEIN OF THE YEAR:** Yaakov Meir HaKohen Cohen

...and her mom, Linda Minkow